
Digital Infrastructure 

Wireless, Small Cells: and How Municipalities Are Key to the 5G Revolution

“….The issue of an expanded number of cell sites brings us to the third 5G challenge: siting. How 
many more small cells are we talking about? Estimates are a 10x growth, and potentially 
significantly more. That’s hundreds of thousands, maybe even millions of new antennas. That’s 
hundreds of thousands, if not millions of siting decisions. Which raises quite a few questions: 
What can government do accelerate investment in building out small cells? 

FCC Chairman Thomas Wheeler, September 2016 

“History doesn’t look like history when you’re living it.”
-- John Gardner 
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Who Am I?

20 Years in Mobile, Broadband and Electronics Infrastructure -- Business Media

1998 Tower Technology Summit: 
Paradigm Shift: Wireless carriers shifted network spending away from wholly-owned and to Independent 
property (tower) owners (neutral hosts)

2001 Broadband Fixed Wireless World
Paradigm Shift: Unlicensed wireless links as replacement to fiber and DSL; made possible Wireless ISP industry

2003 RFID World 
Paradigm Shift: Industry production behind electronic bar codes for tracking & tracing services; Wal-Mart 
signals mandate for suppliers.  First utterance of the phrase “Internet of Things” (Kevin Ashton)

2010 Telecom Industry Association “The Network” Conference
Paradigm Shift: Google Fiber and Software Defined Networking (Intel & ATT) discussed in telecom networks

2016 “SmartGig Cities” – Regional Conference Series
Not just “smart”; “Smart plus Connected”

2017 SmallCellSite.com & Wireless Infrastructure Association
Paradigm Shift: New Tools, New Thinking for Wireless Infrastructure 



“The battlefield is now the localities and the states, and the battle plan 
has got to be every chamber of commerce, every school, every library, 
every university, coming together to figure out their broadband 
future,” Gigi Sohn said. “And if their state prohibits them or puts 
barriers in front of them to that broadband future, then they need to 
organize.” 

Gigi Sohn, Chief of Staff, Former FCC Commissioner Wheeler

“You can’t make America great without great broadband,” 
Blair Levin, Former  FCC Commissioner

My Perspective

Locally Controlled and Locally Owned Digital Infrastructure

Communications infrastructure is “the Commons” of this century. The public sector should 
control the infrastructure and the private sector should innovate and compete to deliver 
services from a local cloud which leverages the infrastructure.



The Challenges – A Summary

• The demand for cellular data is exploding. 

• Carriers and infrastructure providers are deploying smaller equipment to bring antennas closer to the end 

user -- on utility poles, street lights and traffic signals.

• For property owners and managers, it’s challenging dealing with the carriers, navigating the unwieldy 

negotiation and procurement process.

• For network operators, procuring the right kind of property assets for small cell deployments has been costly 

and time-consuming.  The key areas which either make deployment difficult or uneconomic, are: 

• Identifying and acquiring sites with backhaul and power 

• Rolling out the cells in a repeatable, affordable way 

• Addressing radiofrequency exposure compliance 

• Supporting neutral host or multi-operator platforms

• The use of third parties who find the locations and negotiate with property owners, which costs them 

time and delays the flow of rental income to property owners.



What is a Small Cell?

Small cells are low-powered cellular radio access nodes that operate in 
licensed and unlicensed spectrum that have a range of 10 meters to under a 
kilometer. 

• They are "small" compared to a mobile macrocell, partly because they 
have a shorter range and partly because they typically handle fewer 
concurrent calls or sessions. 

• They make best use of available spectrum by re-using the same 
frequencies many times within a geographical area. Fewer new macrocell
sites being built, with larger numbers of small cells is recognized as an 
important method of increasing cellular network capacity, quality and 
resilience with a growing focus using LTE Advanced.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio_access_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macrocell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LTE_Advanced


What is a Small Cell?

Distribution of new small cells deployed by density 
forecast
• Low density small cells <20 per square km 
• Medium density  20-75 per square km 
• Dense   75-200 per square km 
• Hyperdense >200 per square km
Source: Rethink Technology Research

City of Los Angeles: >10,000 



What is a Small Cell

900: Number of cell towers in 1985

215,000: Total number of cell towers in US

1 million + Estimated number of small 

cells needed for 5G and other networks



More than Mobile Carriers Today

Demand for Wireless Infrastructure is Derived from more than today’s mobile carriers:

• 5G Cellular 

• Private LTE

• Public Safety Broadband Networks

• Low Power Wide Area Networks (Internet of Things)

• Vehicle-to-Everything



With 5G, users should be able to download a high-
definition film in under a second (a task that could 
take 10 minutes on 4G LTE). And wireless 
engineers say these networks will boost the 
development of other new technologies, too, such 
as autonomous vehicles, virtual reality, and 
the Internet of Things. 

5G Cellular



Private LTE networks are increasingly becoming the preferred 
approach to deliver mobile broadband services in the critical 
communications industry (Oil and Gas, Utilities, etc.), as well 
as Large Venue owners (Sports Arenas, Shopping Malls, Ports, 
Rail)

Private LTE Networks



LPWAN technology is suited for 
connecting devices that need to 
send small amounts of data 
over a long range, while 
maintaining long battery life. In 
cities or buildings, LPWAN 
technologies are an alternative 
to cellular connections

Low Power Wide Area 
Networks (LoPWAN)



Wireless Broadband Network Dedicated to Public 
Safety Agencies (State, Local, Federal), First 
Responders and Emergency Services

Public Safety 
Broadband Wireless



Vehicle-to-anything (V2X) communications refer to 
information exchange between a vehicle and various 
elements of the intelligent transportation system (ITS), 
including other vehicles, pedestrians, Internet gateways, and 
transport infrastructure (such as traffic lights and signs). 

Connected Vehicles – V2X



The Opportunity for Municipalities

To evolve towards a simplified, standardized and repeatable set of processes to support the massive build-out:

✓ Pre-approve antenna configurations and site layouts to assist in streamlining the permitting process. 
✓ Develop acceptable antenna attachment configurations for each pole type, including utility poles, street lights or 

traffic signals. 
✓ Develop a wireless master plan that shows existing wireless infrastructure and a two-year buildout forecast. 
✓ Codify lease terms and antenna configurations in a Site License Agreement or another such instrument. 
✓ Charge rental rates that are reasonable and reflect the regulated rates typically charged between pole owners and 

utilities within the ROW. 

Use what you have (your assets) to get more of what you need (connectivity):
• Fiber for fiber 
• Building and rooftops
• Poles & Lights
• Services purchased

View everything that is connected or enables connectivity as a system - to be managed systematically



The Municipality as the Tower

Take the perspective that, similar to a cell tower, the municipality is as a neutral host platform for a small cell 
network, with its own applications as the ‘anchor tenant’.  In this case, these considerations are important:

Administrative complexity
Assign a single executive to coordinate all approvals. Streamline paperwork and filing to minimize the approval 
processes and reduce the workload of your administration. 

Cost of installation 
Adopt simplified rules of installation that would enable non-skilled workers to deploy. Reduce administrative 
charges (e.g. installation, operation, periodical revision taxes). 

Secure sufficient suitable sites with power and backhaul 
Simplify common frameworks to ease access to street furniture and other existing assets.  Develop an audit of 
available assets for your municipality. 

Scale the planning application process to support large numbers of cells
Develop common rules on which equipment classes can be exempt or subject to fast track approval; batch 
process for groups of cells to decrease the approval time and reduce workload your administrations



Ask Your Team:

1. Do you have a specific person, team or department tasked with small cell applications and permits?

2. Do you have direct relationships with existing and future network carriers for site opportunities?

3. Do you have existing Master Lease Agreements with national carriers?

4. Have you developed a Wireless Master Plan?

5.    Which is the most important ‘problem’ to solve?
a. Managing the influx of small cell applications from carriers?
b. Maximizing the revenue from mobile carriers for small cells and wireless infrastructure?
c. Maintaining aesthetics and site visibility?
d. Workflow efficiency:  Information sharing; storing and management – permits, applications etc.
e. Compliance: Legal, Environmental and FCC?
f. Mitigating risk to RF exposure?



SB 649 – a “Game Changer”
“The bill is no longer limited to just “small cells.” SB 649 now 

applies broadly to all telecommunications providers and the 

equipment they use from “micro-wireless” to “small cell” to 

“macro-towers.” It’s clear from the direction of this bill, that 

the intent is not about 5G wireless deployment, but rather 

local deregulation of the entire telecommunications 

industry.

This latest version places a new ban on city/county 

regulation of placement or operation of “communication 

facilities” within and outside the public right of way far 

beyond “small cells.” This new language would extend local 

preemption of regulation to any “provider authorized by 

state law to operate in the rights of way.”



SB 649

“AT&T, Verizon and the like — trying to push aside local 
governments and start installing the next generation of wireless 
infrastructure without pesky interference from city hall or the 
courthouse.”- Los Angeles Times

Under bill, SB 649 by Sen. Ben Hueso (D-San Diego):
• Local governments wouldn’t have the power to deny permits if 
the telecoms followed the minimum guidelines set by Sacramento. 
• Maximum per year lease on a small cell would be $250
• Coastal zones — narrow strips along the waterfront — are 
exempt
• Historic districts are exempt

http://www.latimes.com/topic/business/at&t-ORCRP001312-topic.html
http://www.latimes.com/topic/politics-government/government/ben-hueso-PEPLT00008583-topic.html


• An industry portal creating a revolutionary site 
acquisition marketplace for wireless operators’ small cell 
and 5G deployments. 

• Large venue operators, small/individual property 
owners, and municipalities upload their assets with 
details like height, power, and property type. 

• Fiber owners upload their information so wireless 
operators can leverage existing backhaul.

• Carriers adopt the site to search for viable attachment 
assets, from small cells to macro sites.

• By joining willing property owners, nearby fiber owners, 
and carriers, the solution reduces friction by lowering 
carrier costs and accelerating deployments

Participate in our BETA Program



The End

Contact Me:

Timothy Downs, SmartGig Media
tdowns@smartgigmedia.com

M 949-235-8985

mailto:tdowns@smartgigmedia.com

